ARMA (p,q) model arises from assuming the time series to be the output of a causal One popular strategy for obtaining linear filter of the form coefficient estimates is to first estimate the AR coefficients, then to use these asp q timates to in un obtain the MA coeffi-
cient estimates [l] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
One i=l j=0
advantage of this technique is that spectral estimates can be obtained by solving where the series (w(n)) is zero mean, unit only linear equations. If this technique variance white noise.
It is well known is to be used, one must first determine a that a time series [x(n)} satisfying (1) suitable procedure for recursive AR coefhas its power spectral density function ficient estimation.
S(e) given by (1) In some problems, such as spectral esk>q (3) timation, the MA coefficients are implicitly determined by estimating a set of related parameters, c.f. [1] .
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where r(k) The given data set can be used to form the estimates rn and Rn of r and R resulting in the equations
where the right hand side of (4) has been replaced by an error vector en since the equations (5) are not, in general, consistent for t>p.
There are several ways to form the estimates and R. 
For the special case t=p, fast recursive algorithms have been developed to find exact solutions to equation (5) for both the AR case (q=0) [2] and the ARMA case (q>0) [1] .
However, it has been noted [i], [3] , [5] that by choosing t greater than the minimal value of p and by finding the least-squared error solution for in (5), one can often obtain more accurate AR coefficient estimates. This paper extends the applicability of the t>p estimator by presenting a fast recursive algorithm that is based on an approximation to equation (5) for the case t>p.
Derivation of the Algorithm
For t>p, the least squared error solution to (5) is given by a= (8) whereX , Y , and x are given in equation (7). I isdesiredto determine a + from (4) a in a computationally efficienf'mAnner. This can be accomplished by considering the pth order forward prediction error vector, defined by fX =x +Xa n A recursive AR coefficient estimation algorithm that is based on forming updates of the prediction error vector is given in [1] , but this algorithm requires the nonsquare matrices and Zn to be "lower Unfortunately, the matrix Z = Y Y'X • not in the form of equation1(1l). nIB order to obtain a cornputationally efficient recursive algorithm, the matrix Z is approximated by one which does satisfy (11). The updatereuation for the ith element of (Y'x) is (27) The element z(n+l) is then calculated by
A total of 2t multiplies and 2t adds are needed to perform the computations in (27) and (28). The recursive algorithm may he implemented using the lattice filter preceded by a preprocessor that computes z(n).
This preprocessor section implements equations (27) and (28). The preprocessor (14) represents the only difference between this algorithm and the fast recursive t=p algorithm [1] (in the latter algorithm, the preprocessor was a qth order time delay).
The total number of computations required to update the proposed algorithm is 18p + 2t multiplies and 9p + 2t adds, as compared with 18p multiplies and 9p adds for the fast recursive t=p algorithm.
The autoregressive coefficients can be recovered from the lattice coefficients by setting A0 (z) A0 = 1 and by recursively a1culatin for m=l, 2 p the polynomials (18) Am,n(Z)=Am_i,n(z)+z' °mn Am_l,n( (29) (19) m,n=m-l,n ,n Am1(Z) (30) (20) The coefficients of A' (z) are the desired AR coefficients atmme n for the AR model order m. Thus, the recursive algorithm determines AR coefficient estimates (22) for the desired order p as well as for all lower orders. This added advantage can be (23) helpful in choosing the best denominator order for the ARMA model when it is not (24) known a priori. For this example the data are gener- (26) ated by x(k)=20 sin(0.4Trk)+ 2 sin(0.5lTk)+w(lc) (31) where [w(n)} is zero mean, unit variance white noise. These data are recognized as being two sinusoids in additive white noise.
The signal to noise ratios of the sinusoids are 10dB and 0dB, respectively.
For comparative purposes, three separate algorithms are used: 1) the solution to equation (5) with t=p (Method A) 2) the solution to equation (5) with t>p (Method B) 3) the proposed algorithm (Method C).
Methods A and C have fast recursive implementations, and Method B is the estimator (28) that Method C attempts to approximate.
For each method, ten separate spectral estimates (each using a different noise realization) are generated to give some indication of the average performance. p-l t ods B and C the parameter t is set to 10. Numerator spectrum estimates are obtained by using a technique proposed by Kay [4] , omitting the backward estimates.
The resulting spectral estimates are shown in Figure 1 .
It can be seen that However, unlike Method B, whose estimates generally improve as t is increased, the proposed algorithm seems to perform no better for t above around 3p. 
